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ABSTRACT
Manual grading of essays by humans is time-consuming and likely to be susceptible to
inconsistencies and inaccuracies. Mostly performed within an academic institution,
the task at hand is to grade hundreds of submitted essays and the major hurdle is the
homogeneous assessment from the first till the last. It can take hours or sometimes
even days to finish the assessment. Automating this tedious manual task is not only
a relief to the teachers but also assures the students of consistent markings through-
out. The challenge in automatizing is to recognize crucial aspects of natural language
processing (NLP) which are vital for accurate automated essay evaluation.
NLP is a subset of the field of artificial intelligence which deals with making comput-
ers understand the language used by humans for expression and then further process
it. Since essays are a written textual form of expression and idea exchange, au-
tomating the essay assessment process through a computer system leverages progress
from NLP field and automates one of the biggest manual tasks of educational systems.
In recent years, an abundance of research has been done to automate essay evaluation
processes, yet little has been done to take into consideration the syntax, semantic co-
herence and sentiments of the essay’s text together. Our proposed system incorporates
not just the rule-based grammar and surface level coherence check but also includes
the semantic similarity of the sentences. We propose to use graph-based relationships
within the essay’s content and polarity of opinion expressions. Semantic similarity
is determined between each statement of the essay to form these graph-based spa-
tial relationships. Our algorithm uses 23 salient features with high predictive power,
which is less than the current systems while considering every aspect to cover the
dimensions that a human grader focuses on. Fewer features help us get rid of the
redundancies of the data so that the predictions are based on more representative
features and are robust to noisy data. The prediction of the scores is done with
neural networks using the data released by the ASAP competition held by Kaggle.
The resulting agreement between human grader’s score and the system’s prediction
is measured using Quadratic Weighted Kappa (QWK). Our system produces a QWK
of 0.793. Our results are repeatable and transparent, and every feature is very well
explained as compared to other existing systems where authors have not explained
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Essay writing is used in many academic disciplines as a form of evaluation. Multi-
ple parameters are tested when evaluating these essays, ranging from grammatical
mistakes to how meaningful the contents are [12, 62]. In 1966, Ellis Batten Page
presented the idea of an automated system to grade essays based on his own expe-
riences [77] and developed a system called Project Grade Essay® [78]. Although
there have been plenty of innovations and advancements in the field since then, most
of the existing systems aim to predict scores by taking into consideration extensive
number of features which are mostly grammatical flaws, syntax errors and surface
level semantic comparison using latent semantic analysis, tf-idf and content impor-
tance model [39, 49, 69]. In spite of using a large number of independent prediction
variables extracted from the text, most of the systems fall short of in-depth analysis
of semantic and sentiment analysis of the submission. In this thesis, we propose an
Automated essay scoring (AES) system which uses a fewer number of high-quality, in-
dependent variables and provides the essence of the essay which is used to accurately
predict the score. This thesis also proposes a graph-based approach to extract novel
semantic features. We use semantic similarity algorithm [82] along with the vector
embedding by FastText [80]. The semantic similarities between each statement are
critical to scrutinize coherence and other semantic properties in the essay. We also
employ the sentiment of the words used by the author of the essay while writing,
which is vital for argumentative and persuasive essays.
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Previous studies [24,99] have shown that when AES is compared with human graders
about crucial characteristics of a good essay, the top responses are about the analysis
of how the essay revolves around the question prompt, how well structured and sleek
the information flow is, quality of grammar used, length, spellings, and punctuation.
With respect to these responses, features are extracted from the essays and then
the most influential ones are selected for an essay grading prediction model. The
main strength of our proposed system is to use syntactic, semantic and sentimental
features together in order to improve the accuracy of the already proposed systems
while minimizing the number of features. Different prediction models are tested to
find the one which works best for predicting the essay scores.
1.2 Motivation
Assessing and assigning a score to a large number of essay submissions which are
written concerning an essay prompt is a tiring task. Many times, multiple raters
are employed and trained which is expensive and extensive. Substituting the human
raters with a computer system can save time, money and effort.
Human graders can be imperfect; they are susceptible to biases and irregularities
based on other chores and activities they do in life [99]. Different human graders also
have different grading styles and can also tend to give an overall higher grade just
based on one good impression regarding a particular aspect. A computer system can
overcome all these human shortcomings by uniform assessment throughout.
1.3 Problem Statement
Understanding human language is considered a laborious task due to its complexity.
There are numerous ways to arrange words in a sentence. Also, words can have mul-
tiple meanings in different contexts. Therefore context-based knowledge is necessary
to decipher the sentences correctly.
Making a computer understand the natural language used by humans is a stepping
stone in Artificial intelligence field. With new cutting edge technologies and super-
vised learning models, there have been numerous works done in the area of AES to
grade as accurately as human graders [99]. Our task is to develop a system which
assesses and produces grades that solve the problems of manual grading and is based
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on fair standards and gives us uniform assessment throughout. There is still room
for automated systems to exceed the performance of human graders. The challenge
is to find the right kind of features which form the basis of an intelligent system
scrutinizing various aspect of natural language processing. Our system looks at the
essay evaluation as a natural language processing task and makes sure to extract the
syntax, semantic and sentimental information from the text and filter out the ones
that are most informative.
1.4 Thesis Structure
This section provides a map of the dissertation to show the reader where and how it
validates the claims made in the introduction chapter
Chapter 2 presents some background for the research presented in this thesis. This
will help the readers to understand the work that has been done so far in the
field. This chapter also gives information about the existing techniques and
technologies that have been used by our system.
Chapter 3 talks about what is syntax analysis and its role in essay evaluation. The
first part talks about the overview of syntactic features; the second part talks
about methodologies used in the extraction of these features.
Chapter 4 contains a description of the semantic features used by the system. The
first part talks about the details of these features; it further talks about method-
ologies used in the extraction. This chapter also talks about the algorithm used
in computing semantic similarities.
Chapter 5 contains information about implementation and evaluation. This chap-
ter also throws light on the essay data-set. This chapter also talks about the
selection of important features and techniques used in finding the important
variables. Results from different learning models are shown, and the final com-
parisons with other existing systems are shown.
Chapter 6 talks about the conclusion we derive from our research. We also briefly




2.1 Brief Description of Methodologies
Syntax
Spellings, length of essay, style of
writing and word usage, subject-




the essay and relevance
to the question prompt
Senti-
ment
Tone and personal ex-
pressions of the writer
Figure 2.1: Overview of syntax, semantics and senti-
ments involved in an essay
For efficient processing of text,
different areas of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) do-
main, i.e., syntax, semantics,
and sentiments are analyzed by
the existing systems [99], Fig-
ure 2.1. In terms of meet-
ing the goal of automated essay
evaluation, systems extract fea-
tures, and further use them with
machine learning to predict the
scores. Following is a brief de-
scription of methodologies used
in the literature with essay eval-
uation systems:
2.1.1 Machine Learning
Machine learning enables systems to learn from their experience. It is one of the
biggest revolutions in computer science, and research has benefited from a machine
learning program which optimizes its results while learning during execution [67]. Fig-
ure 2.2 shows machine learning can be categorized into supervised and unsupervised
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learning depending on whether or not the program learns from already labeled data.
Each category has several algorithms that can be used to train the machine depending
on the kind of problem statement and results expected from it. Machine learning can
be further divided into classification, regression, and clustering. The three mentioned





























Figure 2.2: Overview of selected machine learning techniques
Supervised Learning
Supervised learning deals with the branch of machine learning where algorithms learn
from labeled training data, analogous to the process of learning under a supervi-
sor [71]. A supervised learning algorithm uses the independent input variables (X)
and its corresponding dependent output variable (Y) to train a mapping function.
The purpose of training the algorithm is to make it capable enough to make pre-
dictions on unseen situations. Supervised learning algorithms can be further divided
into two categories: classification and regression.
Classification refers to predicting labels or categories. These algorithms can be
multi-class or binary. These algorithms generate a continuous value output repre-
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senting the probability of a given class, and this value represents the confidence level
of the decision, which is further used to make final predictions. Regression, on the
other hand, uses a set of inputs to generate a continuous variable as output, which is









UNSEEN DATA REGRESSOR PREDICTEDOUTPUT
Figure 2.3: Supervised regression technique
The propose of our system is to give
grades (i.e., real numbers) to an es-
say; this purpose can be treated as a
Regression problem as we are trying to
predict a continuous output. Figure 2.3
shows the framework for the process of
supervised regression technique.
2.1.2 Syntactic Analysis
The earliest developments in the AES
field were focused on the correctness
of syntax of essays including grammar,
spellings, length, etc. [99]. Syntax
mainly refers to the arrangements in which words are put together. During the
assessment of essays, higher scores are usually given to more complex and deeper
meanings. However, making a computer understand this deeper meaning as a human
would do is challenging. The way a sentence is formed is called its the syntax. Differ-
ent people might express the same things differently. Do you make the sentence long
with many dependent clauses? Do you make your sentences short? Do you repeat
the same word again and again? Answers to these and other syntax related questions
make every submission different. We need to extract syntactic information from es-
says in the form of independent variables to be fed to the machine learning algorithm.
Grammatical rules are protocols which we need to consider to define the structure
as well as the correctness of the sentences. Grammatical rules are applied together
to a group of words and not just an individual word in a given sentence [86]. This
analysis is also commonly known as parsing or simply syntax analysis. This analysis
involves fragmenting a text into its part of speech and establishing a relationship
with each part [15].
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2.1.3 Semantic Analysis
In natural language, semantic analysis is about understanding the meaning of what
is written in a particular text [32]. The semantic part of language processing tries
to understand if the formation of the sentences, occurrences of the words in a writ-
ten/oral communication make any sense or not. Semantic similarities are useful to
understand the coherence of the essays and their relevance to the question [112]. Re-
cent works in the NLP area to provide solutions for calculating semantic similarities
can be categorized as following methods :
• Word co-occurrence methods [65] [25].
• Similarity based on a lexical database [56].
• Method based on web search engine results [7].
• Methods based on word vectors using recursive neural networks [37,73,109].
• Unsupervised approaches [38,83].
Unsupervised approaches to determine semantic similarities require less computa-
tional resources. The unsupervised method used by Pawar et al. mentioned above
outperforms other methodologies as per the Rubenstein and Goodenough (R&G)
benchmark standard [96] [83]. This algorithm uses an edge-based approach using a
lexical database and incorporates corpora-based statistics into a standardized seman-
tic similarity algorithm. It is divided into two modules of maximizing the similarity
and bounding the similarity.
Maximizing the similarity This is the first pass of the algorithm. It can be
further divided into three categories:
• Word Similarity: To compute word similarity the proposed algorithm uses
WordNet [68]. WordNet has path relationships between noun-noun and verb-
verb only. Every word in WordNet has synsets according to the meaning of the
word in the context of a statement.
• Sentence Similarity: Semantic value vectors for the sentences are formed using
the best matching results from all the synsets. The size of the vector is deter-
mined, based on the number of tokens/words which are nouns and verbs. Let’s
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see an example:
Sentence 1 = "In this modernized world computers are key."
Sentence 2= "These benefits have positive effects on people throughout the
world and are why I support the advances in technology."
The formed semantic vectors contain semantic information concerning all the
words from both the sentences. For example, the semantic vector for Sentence-1
is:
V1 [0. , 0.90926098, 0.15404895, 0.06554339, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ]
Similarly, V2 has semantic information of sentence-1 and sentence-2.
V2 [0.12583497, 0.07004909, 0.15633548, 0.39054567, 0.15404895, 0.90926098,
0.13802896, 0.13802896, 0.12132365]
To compute the semantic value S, the magnitude of the normalized vectors is
used, Equation 2.1.
S = ||V1||.||V2|| (2.1)
• Word order similarity: If the same words are used in two sentences in a different
order the word order similarity is taken into consideration.
Bounding the similarity The first pass of the algorithm maximizes the similarity.
The second part bounds the similarity by taking into consideration the syntax of the
sentence like negation. Approaches used to bound the similarities are :
• Recurrence of words.
• Negation of Words.
• Spacy’s dependency parser model
The final semantic similarity value derived for the two sentences given above is 0.3155.
2.1.4 Graph-based Methods for Text Analysis
Author Pillutla, Venkata Sai Sriram used graph-based representation to depict the
associations between sentences in a text using cosine similarity [87]. Jin et al. used
graph-based representation in text mining task to detect unapparent links between
concepts across documents [46]. Graph edges representing order-relationship between
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the words represented by nodes have been used for text summarization [58]. Gi-
abbanelli et al. used analysis of casual maps to assess problem solving skills of
students [30]. Gupta et al. assess student learning in form of causal networks or
maps [35]. Giabbanelli et al. use the assessment of knowledge maps to study stu-
dent’s knowledge for an ill structured problem [31].
2.1.5 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis also is known as opinion mining, is a process to find the emotional
tone which can be very useful to understand the attitude of the writer towards the
subject. Typically, sentiment analysis systems have been applied for use with reviews
and social media analysis. Typically, there are two main research pathways within
sentiment analysis. First is the lexical approach that focuses on building lexical dic-
tionaries and the second is machine learning [111]. There has been only a little done
towards building a sentiment analysis system to identify sentiment and polarity in
student or test-taker essay writing [44].
Sentiment Analysis is the study of opinions, attitudes, and emotions toward an entity
[72]. Each writer has a unique or changing tone towards the subject being written
about [98]. For example, if a writer wants to write about his disagreement about a
scenario, this analysis tells us about how negative the language used is or how positive
or neutral the tone of the writer is. Sentimental analysis plays an important role in
AES. The factors making it important are listed below:
1) In argumentative and persuasive essays as an author needs to defend and prove
his/her point of view on the subject, their tone and the way of textual sentiment
expression affect their writing [13].
2) The sentiment analysis of figurative speech in the essays helps us know the polarity
inclination they contribute to the text which is otherwise difficult to comprehend by
the computer [1, 90].
A study on existing sentiment analysis methods [92] show that VADER is one of the
best performing open-source sentiment analysis tool. We will elaborate on VADER’s
functionality in the sub-section below.
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VADER
Valence Aware Dictionary and sentiment Reasoner (VADER), which is a rule-based
model for sentiment analysis [43]. It is fully open-sourced under the MIT License. It
does not require any training data but is constructed from a valence-based, human-
curated gold standard sentiment lexicon [93]. It uses a lexicon of words already
trained as per their sentimental inclination as positive, negative or neutral. VADER
uses Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to get scores for the lexicon [11]. The polarity of
each sentence is checked, and final polarity values towards being positive, negative
and neutral are obtained in terms of percentage. The positive, negative and neutral
scores represent the chunk of text that falls in these categories. This means if our
essay was rated as 50 percent Positive, 25 percent Neutral and 25 percent Negative,
these values should add to a 100 percent.
Following are the important key points used by VADER to analyze sentiments, refer
Sentence Values of Sentiment based features
This car is good Negative : 0, Positive: 0.492, Neutral : 0.508
This car is good! Negative : 0, Positive: 0.433, Neutral : 0.567
This car is good!!! Negative : 0, Positive: 0.486, Neutral : 0.514
This car is GOOD! Negative : 0, Positive: 0.472, Neutral : 0.528
This car is extremely good Negative : 0, Positive: 0.492, Neutral : 0.508
This car is marginally good Negative : 0, Positive: 0.442, Neutral : 0.458
This car is good, but it’s
fuel economy is bad
Negative : 0.31, Positive: 0.192, Neutral : 0.558
This car is not good Negative : 0.376, Positive: 0, Neutral : 0.624
Table 2.1: Polarity values of same sentence under different contexts
Table 2.1 for the polarity values given by VADER to the sentences:
• Punctuation: The use of punctuation like exclamation marks, enhances the inten-
sity without modifying the semantic orientation of the sentence. For example,
This car is good! is more intense than This car is good. The number of such
punctuation used is directly proportional to the magnitude of expression.
• Using upper case: Using upper case letters to emphasize or stress on a sentimental
word in the presence of other lower case letters, increases the magnitude of the
sentiment intensity. This is not an acceptable approach in essay writing but
occurs at times in high school writing.
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• Degree modifiers: Use of degree modifiers or intensifiers impact the polarity of
expression. For example, This car is extremely good. is more intense than This
car is good. whereas This car is marginally good. reduces the intensity.
• Conjunctions: Use of conjunctions like but can shift sentiment polarity. For exam-
ple, This car is good, but its fuel economy is bad has mixed sentiment, with the
second part of the sentence being more polar than the first.
• Preceding Tri-gram: Examining the tri-gram preceding a word is important for
checking any negations. Usually, negations flip the polarity values of a certain
extent.
As shown in Table 2.1, three sentiment based features can be extracted.
2.2 Related Works
The history of automated writing evaluation goes long back. In January 1966, El-
lis Batten published an article emphasizing on the possibility and importance of an
automated essay evaluation system [77]. Two years later, he successfully developed
Project Grade Essay ® [78] which uses statistical methods and multiple linear regres-
sion. Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) developed by Peter Foltz and Thomas Landauer
in 1997 uses natural language processing (NLP), latent semantic analysis (LSA) and
Machine learning for the prediction [64]. Latent semantic analysis [54] refers to ex-
tracting context-based word meaning from a large corpus by statistical methods. In
1998, a system called Intellimetric ® [97] was developed which uses NLP methods
and mathematical models for predicting grades. The educational and testing services
use e-rater ® [12] for generating scores and feedback which uses NLP to produce fea-
tures which are combined with a statistical model to predict the scores [12]. Bayesian
Essay Test Scoring system developed by Lawrence Rudner uses Bayesian network and
statistical methods. The system CRASE® [62] also uses NLP and ML.
2.2.1 Semantic Analysis in Essay Evaluation
Semantic information on written text tells about coherence and closeness of the in-
formation flow within the essay and with the question prompt. There have been
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attempts to extract semantic information using various NLP techniques in AES. Ex-
isting systems measure coherence in the text using different supervised and unsu-
pervised approaches. Usually, the unsupervised approaches measure lexical cohesion,
i.e., repetition of words and phrases in an essay. Foltz et al. [27] assume that coherent
texts contain a high number of semantically similar words and measure coherence as
a function of relatedness between adjacent sentences. Some systems have used latent
semantic analysis (LSA) [27, 69], probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA), and
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [40]. LSA, PLSA, and LDA are topic modeling
techniques, i.e., class of text analysis methods that analyze groups of words together
to capture how the meaning of words depends on the broader context in which they
are used in natural language. Systems have also used unsupervised approaches like
usage of similar words and sentences in an essay to depict the level of coherence [28].
Klebanov et al. [50] aimed to predict the score for an essay based on its relatedness to
Content Importance models. Higgins et al. [39] measured coherence features and in-
coherence through semantic similarity between essay question and discourse elements
of the essay. Zupanc et al. [112] incorporated coherence features to convert parts
of essay into a semantic space and measure various characteristics, but the authors
failed to provide enough information for other researchers to repeat their results.
Semantic relationship between chunks of text can be represented as a graph. The
Graph-based features can help obtain information about the coherence in the text by
pattern recognition [17].
2.2.2 Sentiment Analysis in Essay Evaluation
Distinctive opinions and polarity of words used by the writer in an essay shape up the
overall essay construction and quality, specifically in persuasive and argumentative
essays [59]. Many NLP tasks have used sentiment analysis such as in social media [8],
movie’s reviews [79], news and politics [94,102]. One of the first attempts at incorpo-
rating sentiments in AES involved using subjective lexicon(s) to get the polarity of
the sentences [5]. Some other noteworthy works are finding argumentative discourse
in persuasive essays [104] where authors proposed to classify argument components
as support or not to obtain argumentative discourse structures. Another prominent
work [4] found the sentiment of sentences in essays by examining the sentiment of
multi-word expressions. Farra et al. [26] matched up to the opinion expressions in









Article Noun Verb Preposition Article Noun
The dog slept on the mat
Figure 3.1: Constituent structure of a sen-
tence displaying each part of speech
Syntax refers to the order/arrangement
of content. Word classes, largely corre-
sponding to traditional parts of speech
(e.g, noun, verb, preposition, etc.), are
syntactic categories. In phrase structure
grammars, the phrasal categories (e.g,
noun phrase, verb phrase, prepositional
phrase, etc.) are also syntactic cate-
gories. In this part, we mainly use Nat-
ural language processing toolkit (NLTK)
1 [61], which is a python based platform
to extract language-based data. NLTK
also provides functions like classification, tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing
which are very helpful to extract the syntactic features of a text.
We take into account subject-verb agreements, repetitions, and word length and many
more syntactic features. To analyze the syntax, a submitted essay is segmented into
sentences by given full stops. These sentences are further tokenized into words to
analyze each word the essay is composed of, Figure 3.2. To obtain a set of syntactic
features, we selected the ones which are widely used by researchers in the literature
1https://www.nltk.org/
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Figure 3.2: Segmentation and tokenization of the essay to determine part of speech used
[14, 21, 63]. To understand the syntactic structure of an essay, we count the total
occurrences of the following syntax related features:
1) Unique part-of-speech used: Over repetition of words of the same part of
speech in an essay is regarded as an inefficient use of English grammar. It
is a common mistake made by non-native speakers in their writing [91]. For
example, Tom is a student. Tom is a good guy. indicates an excessive use of
nouns, where a pronoun could have been used instead. Figure 3.1 shows a sen-
tence after part of speech tagging is done. We can see there are four unique
part of speech used in the sentence. In the Listing 3.1, an essay is tokenized
into words using word_tokenize function from NLTK and each word is tagged
to a part of speech using the function pos_tag. The found tags are put into
sets. A set is collection with no duplicates. Length of the set is obtained which
represents the total number of unique part of speech in the essay. We believe
using a very limited part of speech in an essay can lead to less score.
Listing 3.1: Code snippet to count the part of speech from a essay
de f s yn t a t i c ( e s say ) :
s en t ence s = essay . s p l i t ( ‘ . ’ ) #Sp l i t e s s ay s
by given f u l l s tops
j j s , pdt , cc , ex , j j r = 0
f o r s in s en t ence s :
f o r word , pos in n l tk . pos_tag ( n l tk . word−t oken i z e ( s ) ) :
i f ( pos == ‘ JJS ’ ) :
s_adj += 1 #Using word token i z e
and pos−tagg ing by n l tk
#increment counter o f s up e r l a t i v e a d j e c t i v e s
i f ( pos == ‘PDT’ ) :
pdt += 1
#increment counter o f predete rminer s
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i f ( pos == ‘CC’ ) :
cc += 1
#increment counter o f coo rd ina t ing con junc t i ons
i f ( pos == ‘EX’ ) :
ex += 1
#increment counter o f e x i s t e n t i a l the re
re turn j j s , pdt , cc , ex
2) Misspelled words: Use of wrong spellings can lead to misinterpretation of the
word by the essay evaluator. Also, this is one of the most common mistakes
naive writers make [23]. A dictionary for American English called en-US is
used upon the spell check library pyEnchant that works on Levenstein Distance
algorithm [3] to find the number of misspelled words per essay. In the Listing
3.2, we use the check function from spell checker library and count the total
occurrences of misspelled words.
3) Existential there: Existential there is used to indicate the presence of existence
of an entity [2]. Huckin et al. [42] stated that expert writers use the word there
for only important linguistic purposes like to emphasis existence, to state new
information, topics, and to summarize. Therefore, we believe excessive use of
existential there can lead to low score and should be avoided. In the code List-
ing 3.1, we count the number of existential there using pos_tag function from
NLTK the acronym for a existential there is EX. When a part of speech tag
is found to be EX, the counter for existential there is incremented.
4) Superlative adjectives: These are used when a subject is compared to three
or more objects and usually have a suffix -est added to it. For example, sweet-
est and brightest. In the code Listing 3.1, we count the total occurrences of
superlative adjectives. The tag used for superlative adjective is JJS by the
function pos_tag. When a part of speech tag is found to be JJS, the counter
for the superlative adjective is incremented. We believe the use of superlative
adjectives is a good practice over the use of intensifiers like very really, fairly etc.
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5) Predeterminers: Predeterminers are used before determiners or article that
gives more information about the noun in the sentence. For example, in the
sentences all these students and once a week the words all and once are prede-
terminers. Taguchi et al. have highlighted the importance of linguistic features
as an indicator of writing quality and predeterminers play an important role in
it [108]. Refer to Listing 3.1, the acronym for a predeterminer is PDT. When
a part of speech tag is found to be PDT, the counter for the superlative ad-
jective is incremented.
6) Coordinating conjunctions: Coordinating conjunctions are used to join two
main clauses. For example, ‘My dog Tom has beautiful eyes but a notorious
personality’. Here but is the coordinating conjunction joining two main clauses.
The higher frequency of coordinating conjunction used to link sentences plays
a significant role in the overall length of paper [29]. As coordinating conjunc-
tions make the sentences larger, we believe larger sentences become harder to
understand and leads to low scores. We count the total number of coordinating
conjunctions used in the essay. The code Listing 3.1, the acronym used for
coordinating conjunction is CC. When a part of speech tag is found to be
CC for a word by function pos_tag, the counter for coordinating conjunction is
incremented.
7) Words ending with -ing: Nouns and verbs ending with -ing are known as
gerunds and participles respectively. Excess use of them makes the writing
look naive. Even though using these words is not grammatically wrong, it
is advised to choose your word suffix wisely and re-using -ing throughout is
condemned [106]. We count the total number of words ending with ing using
regular expressions [107]. We use the library called re 2 in python . In the code
Listing 3.2, we use regular expression ‘\b(\w+ing)\b’ to identify words ending




8) Common sentence length: Each sentence needs to be of an average length. A
sentence too long or too short reflects poor writing and makes the comprehen-
sion difficult for the readers [74]. There is an inverse relationship between the
grade awarded and difficulty to understand [16]. We believe very long or very
short sentences are harder to understand and lead to low scores.
9) Subject-verb agreement: Using a singular subject with a plural verb or vice-
versa leads to subject-verb disagreement. The total number of singular subjects,
plural subjects, and number of different verbs forms are counted. Making these
errors are mostly common with non-native english speakers [105].
10) Repetitive words: While there are some words that be can safely repeated in a
sentence, repeating the same word again and again can distract the grader from
the point that writing is trying to make [91]. Being cautious with repetition
makes writing more professional. We count the maximum number of repetitions
that occurred for a word in an essay. In Listing 3.2, we use the function called
allWorddist and count the occurrences of most common words using function
called most-common.
Listing 3.2: Code for extracting syntactic attributes from essay
de f f requency ( es say ) :
l i s t = n l tk . pos−tag ( word_tokenize ( e s say ) )
# us ing word token i z e by NTLK
unique_pos = len ( s e t ( [ x [ 1 ] f o r x in l i s t ] ) )
# Set i s a c o l l e c t i o n with no dup l i c a t e s
wo rd s l i s t = essay . s p l i t ( ‘ ’ )
# Sp l i t e s say by spaces
words = len ( wo rd s l i s t )
# Counts t o t a l number o f words
cha ra c t e r s = len ( es say )
# Counts t o t a l number o f cha ra c t e r s
common = [ l en ( i [ 0 ] ) f o r i in
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al lWordDist .most_common ( 1 ) ]
# allWordDist counts occurences o f every word
and f i n d s most common us ing NLTK
sentence s = text . s p l i t ( ‘ . ’ )
# s p l i t by f u l l −stop
count_ing = 0
f o r sentence in s en tence s :
l i s t_ i n g =re . f i n d a l l ( r ’ \b(\w+ing )\b ’ , s entence )
# Putting words ending with − ing in to
a l i s t us ing r e gu l a r exp r e s s i on
count_ing += len ( l i s t_ i n g )
f o r words in wo rd l i s t :
i f check ( words ) == f a l s e :
m i s sp e l l ed += 1
# Using Sp e l l checker l i b r a r y
re turn unique_pos , words , charac te r s ,
common , count_ing , m i s sp e l l e d words
11) Words: Too short or a too long essay can reflect on the scores. Counting the
total number of words in an essay plays a crucial role on scoring. We count the
total number of words used in the essay. In the Listing 3.2, we put all the words
from the essay into a list and count the length of the essay’s word list using the
python function len. As per the common norm, essay writing tests have a word
limit associated where students are asked to not write more or less than certain
number of words. We believe using less or more than the word limit affects the
scores.
12)Characters: Apart from counting the total number of words, it is also important
to keep a check on character count as it highlights the total use of alphabets
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as well as the non-alphabet elements. Total character count includes the count
of alphabets, punctuation, numbers, and spaces. We believe if a student uses
appropriate number of words but extra spaces or unnecessary punctuation it
increases the character count which is not a good practice. In many essay
writing contests, a limit is set on the characters to be used and this feature
impacts the score. We count the total number of characters used in the essay





Figure 4.1: A top-down chart describing
steps of computing sentence similarities and
semantic properties of an essay.
Semantics is also known as the study
of meaning. The main purpose
of any language is to communicate
meaning to one another [32]. Se-
mantic attributes are an important
aspect of NLP that contributes to
its meaning. Semantic analysis is
a method for extracting and rep-
resenting the contextual meaning of
words or a set of words. Even
a very well structured and gram-
matically correct essay also needs to
be well coherent to qualify for good
grades. To check the semantics as-
sociated with it, we need to make
sure the content of the essay does
justice to what the question prompt
says, and the content flow in the es-
say’s sentences are meaningfully re-
lated.
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It is crucial that every piece of an essay fits together semantically. Incoherence of a
part of the essay with other sub-parts indicates that the particular part is unconnected
to rest of the essay [70]. It is an important criteria during essay evaluation that
essay is organized around a central unifying theme [74]. To check the coherence,
we compute semantic similarities between the sentences of an essay. We believe
comparisons only between consecutive pairs is not enough and we decided to make
a semantic comparison between every sentence in the essay. In our research, we
propose to compute semantic similarity between not just consecutive statements but
also between each pair of sentences to analyze the over all coherence of the essay 4.2.
The similarities between all the sentences help us derive novel graph-based features
which highlight how different essay sentences are connected semantically and their
patterns .
4.1.1 Computing Semantic Similarities
ESSAY
S1 S2 S3 S(n)
S1 S2 S3 S(n)
Figure 4.2: Semantic comparisons between
each sentence of the essay
Word embeddings are mapping of
phrases or words in a sentence to vec-
tors [20]. To get the word-vector em-
beddings, we use embeddings by fast-
Text created by Facebook’s AI research
lab [48] with Magnitude which is a vec-
tor utility library [80] and a faster alter-
native to Gensim [89]. The files with
.magnitude extension for vector embed-
dings are designed to allow lazy loading
that supports faster look-ups. Lazy load-
ing refers to deferring of initialization of
an object until the point at which it is
needed. We compute the sentence simi-
larities by providing these vector embed-
dings to the semantic similarity algorithm [10,81–83], Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3. The
proposed solution by Pawar et al. as explained in the Chapter 2 uses Wordnet which
considers only noun-noun and verb-verb connections. To overcome this and make the
algorithm suitable for each part of speech, our algorithm considers the similarity
between every word of the first given sentence with every word of the second sentence
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using the vector embedding values. The semantic vectors V1 and V2 contain seman-
tic information concerning the words from both the sentences. These two vectors are
normalized using their magnitude. The final similarity value is obtained after con-
sidering recurrence of words, negation, and Spacy’s dependency parser model. The
algorithm is explained in Chapter 2- Background.
Figure 4.3: Using word vector embedding by fastText with standardized semantic similarity
algorithm
When an essay is given as an input to the system, it is split into sentences by
given full stops. We perform pre-processing and convert it to lower-case and remove
the stop words. Each sentence from the essay is compared to every other sentence,
Figure 4.2. Each pair of sentences in the essay are tokenized, and similarity between
their word vector embedding are computed using similarity function by theMagnitude
library in python, Algorithm 1. A vector is formed for each sentence using word2vec
function, and these semantic vectors are used by the semantic similarity algorithm,
Figure 4.3. The result of this algorithm is between 0 and 1.
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Algorithm 1: Incorporating Word2Vector embeddings in the semantic similar-
ity algorithm
1 function word2vec(word-1, word-2);
Input : Two sentences s1, s2 from the essay
Output: semantic vector for sentence 1 and sentence 2
2 ectors← Mgntde(ord_ector_embeddng.mgntde)
3 for word w1 in s1: do
; // Iterating through words in both sentences
4 max = 0
5 temp_list = []
6 for word w2 in s2: do
7 word_similarity = vectors.similarity(word-1, word-2); // using
similarity function from Magnitude library in python
8 temp_list.append(word_similarity)




13 return semantic vector for sentence 1 and sentence 2
EXAMPLE ESSAY
Dear Newspaper, I think that the effects are okay as long as we get off the computers
and go outside and see some friends and get some exercise. Computers let us not just
talk to each other but it also lets us challenge each other on games without hurting
each other it could even stop all ways all at once because we could challenge other
countries in war games without killing real living people.We can look up how to stop
snake venom from getting to your heart and how to make a how and some arrows to
hurt with.It also makes it easier to find health insurance, car insurance, and house
insurance. We can check our taxes and stocks.We can look up historical facts on the
computer. You can find plumbers, technicians, oil companies, and lumber companies.
you can find dates on the computer, too and find information about certain eople too.
This essay is comprised of 8 sentences. Following are the sentences split by given
full-stops:
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a. Dear Newspaper, I think that the effects are okay as long as we get off the
computers and go outside and see some friends and get some exercise.
b. Computers let us not just talk to each other but it also lets us challenge each
other on games without hurting each other it could even stop all ways all at
once because we could challenge other countries in war games without killing
real living people.
c. We can look up how to stop snake venom from getting to your heart and how
to make a how and some arrows to hurt with.
d. It also makes it easier to find health insurance, car insurance, and house insur-
ance.
e. We can check our taxes and stocks.
f. We can look up historical facts on the computer.
g. You can find plumbers, technicians, oil companies, and lumber companies.
h. you can find dates on the computer, too and find information about certain
eople too.
Semantic similarity computed between each of these sentences can be seen in the










Sentences a b c d e f g h
a 1.0 0.56 0.19 0.59 0.56 0.76 0.56 0.60
b 0.56 1.0 0.34 0.35 0.46 0.55 0.50 0.25
c 0.19 0.34 1.0 0.71 0.52 0.28 0.64 0.32
d 0.59 0.35 0.71 1.0 0.49 0.60 0.69 0.79
e 0.56 0.46 0.52 0.49 1.0 0.57 0.72 0.66
f 0.76 0.55 0.28 0.60 0.57 1.0 0.57 0.61
g 0.56 0.50 0.64 0.69 0.72 0.57 1.0 0.68
h 0.60 0.25 0.32 0.79 0.66 0.61 0.68 1.0
Figure 4.4 & Table 4.1: Graph based representation of sentences using semantic similar-
ities between sentences as edge weight and table of semantic similarity values between each
sentence
Each sentence is compared to every other sentence in the essay to check the semantic
similarity between them (a value between 0 and 1). Several researchers in the NLP
field have used sentences or words transformed to graphs for text summarizing [87,
101]. Deriving motivation from such works, we propose a novel approach to represent
semantic similarities between essay sentences as graphs and deriving features from
these graphs. Considering each sentence as a vertex and the similarity values as edge
weights, the results obtained are transformed into a fully connected graph to view the
relations on a spatial space, Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1. For some graph-based features,
it is important to use only the strong semantic relations as weak connections can
affect the features to a large extent and thus overshadow other powerful connections.
To make sure that only the relevant and meaningful connections are considered, every
connection with a similarity value less than a certain threshold is dropped to obtain
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Sentences a b c d e f g h
a 1.0 0.56 - 0.59 0.56 0.76 0.56 0.60
b 0.56 1.0 - - 0.46 0.55 0.50 -
c - - 1.0 0.71 0.52 - 0.64 -
d 0.59 - 0.71 1.0 0.49 0.60 0.69 0.79
e 0.56 0.46 0.52 0.49 1.0 0.57 0.72 0.66
f 0.76 0.55 - 0.60 0.57 1.0 0.57 0.61
g 0.56 0.50 0.64 0.69 0.72 0.57 1.0 0.68
h 0.60 - - 0.79 0.66 0.61 0.68 1.0
Figure 4.5 & Table 4.2: Graph based representation of sentences using semantic similar-
ities >0.4 between sentences as edge weight and table of semantic similarity values >0.4
Figure 4.5. See Table 4.2 to observe every similarity value less than 0.4 has been
discarded. After conducting experiments, section 5.4, we observe the system gives
best predictions with graph-based features derived by similarities greater than the
threshold of 0.4.
4.2 Graph-Based Features
We use semantic similarities represented as graph. The graph-based features give
us more information about how an essay occupies the spatial space. To analyze the
structural properties and patterns in a network, we explore graph characteristics as
highlighted by Kolaczyk, Eric D [51, 52]. To obtain the semantic properties of an
essay, the following are the graph-based features computed:
1) Minimum spanning tree: Minimum spanning tree is a subset of graph edges
that connect all the vertices with minimum possible total weight [33]. When
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an essay is represented as a graph in a semantic space, it depicts the semantic
association between each sentence. The main motivation behind obtaining the
minimum spanning tree is to derive the weakest similarity connections in the
essay, Figure 4.6. This graph represents a minimum spanning tree for the fully
connected graph in Figure 4.4. The weakest connections which span through
the graph representation of an essay tells us about the minimum coherence, i.e.,
traversing through all the statements of the essay. We sum the values of the
edges weights of the tree and get a minimum spanning tree sum. The listing in
4.1, we convert the semantic similarity results into a sparse matrix using python
functionality from scipy [47]. This matrix is used to find the minimum spanning








Sentences a b c d e f g h
a - - 0.19 - - - - -
b - - 0.34 0.35 0.46 - 0.50 0.25
c 0.19 0.34 - - - 0.28 - -
d - 0.35 - - - - - -
e - 0.46 - - - - - -
f - - 0.28 - - - - -
g - 0.50 - - - - - -
h - 0.25 - - - - - -
Figure 4.6 & Table 4.3: Minimum spanning tree and table displaying the edges used in
the tree
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Listing 4.1: Obtaining minimum spanning tree from graph representing essay simi-
larities
de f minimum_spanning_tree_sum( semant i c_resu l t s ) :
c s r_ r e su l t s = csr_matrix ( semant i c_resu l t s )
#Using csr−matrix func t i on from sc ipy . spar s e
min_st = minimum_spanning_tree ( c s r_r e su l t s )
#Using minimum spanning t r e e func t i on from
sc ipy . spa r s e
mst_l i s t = l i s t (min_st )
#Convert the minimum−spanning−t r e e edge
va lue s in to a l i s t f o r summation
sum_min_st = sum( mst_l i s t )
r e turn sum_min_st
2) Maximum spanning tree: Maximum spanning tree is a subset of graph edges
that connect all the vertices with the maximum possible total weight of the
edges. A minimum spanning tree with reciprocated edge weight (for instance,
value of 0.56 in cell (a,b) in Table 4.1 is converted to 1.78 = (1/0.56) in
Table 4.4) is a maximum spanning tree for the original edge weights. Thus,
the inverted the values of Figure 4.4 are used to obtain this sub-graph, Figure
4.8. Each edge value is reciprocated, see Table 4.4. As the graph depicts the
semantic association between each sentence, to find the most similar connection
which binds all the sentences of a graph, we compute the maximum spanning
tree. Summing up the non-reciprocated original values from this subset gives us










Sentences a b c d e f g h
a 1.0 1.78 5.26 1.694 1.785 1.315 1.785 1.66
b 1.785 1.0 2.941 2.857 2.173 1.818 2 4
c 5.263 2.941 1.0 1.408 1.923 3.571 1.562 3.125
d 1.694 2.857 1.408 1.0 2.040 1.666 1.449 1.265
e 1.785 2.173 1.923 2.040 1.0 1.754 1.388 1.515
f 1.315 1.818 3.571 1.666 1.754 1.0 1.754 1.639
g 1.785 2 1.562 1.449 1.388 1.754 1.0 1.470
h 1.666 4 3.125 1.265 1.515 1.639 1.470 1.0
Figure 4.7 & Table 4.4: Graph based representation of sentences using reciprocated
semantic similarities between sentences as edge weight
Listing 4.2: Obtaining maximum spanning tree from graph representing essay simi-
larities
de f maximum_spanning_tree_sum( semant i c_resu l t s ) :
c s r_ r e su l t s = csr_matrix ( semant i c_resu l t s )
#Using csr−matrix func t i on from sc ipy . spar s e
max_st = maximum_spanning_tree ( c s r_r e su l t s )
#Using maximum−spanning−t r e e func t i on
from sc ipy . spar s e
max_list = l i s t (max_st )
#Convert i n to a l i s t f o r summation
sum_max_st = sum(max_list )









Sentences a b c d e f g h
a - 0.56 - - - 0.76 - -
b 0.56 - - - - - - -
c - - - - 0.52 - - -
d - - - - - - 0.69 0.79
e - - 0.52 - - - 0.72 -
f 0.76 - - - - - - 0.61
g - - - 0.69 0.72 - - -
h - - - 0.79 - 0.61 - -
Figure 4.8 & Table 4.5: Maximum spanning tree and table displaying the original edge








Figure 4.9 & Table 4.6: Graph with 5 nodes and table showing centrality values for each
node
3) Closeness centrality: Closeness centrality is measure of centrality in a network
[36]. Closeness centrality for a node a in the graph is the inverse of the shortest









Figure 4.10 & Table 4.7: Graph with 5 nodes and table showing centrality values for
each node
nodes in the graph. See Equation 4.1, d(b,a) represents shortest path distance
between a and b and n is the number of nodes that can reach the node a. The






For each graph based essay representation we find closeness centrality for each
node. The Figure 4.9 shows a graph with 5 nodes with 4 edges and Table 4.6
displaying closeness centrality values when assumed that distance between each
node is 1. The average centrality of all the nodes for this graph is 0.16. The
Figure 4.10 and Table 4.7 show another graph with 5 nodes with 7 edges and
the average closeness centrality of 0.41. We want to emphasize that the second
graph has higher average centrality value, thus each node in the graph is more
central and has more cohesion associated to the essay.
4)Graph eccentricities: The maximum distance between a vertex to all other
vertices in the graph is called eccentricity of the vertex. The eccentricity of a
node a is the maximum distance from a to all other nodes in the graph G. The
graph in Figure 4.11, has seven nodes and the Table 4.8 displays eccentricity
for each node. Eccentricities can be further studied as :
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• Diameter: The diameter of a graph is the greatest distance between any
pair of vertices. From all the eccentricities of the vertices in a graph, the
diameter of the connected graph is the maximum of all those eccentricities.
The diameter of a graph indicates how widespread the nodes are. A large
diameter value indicates a widespread graph which is less cohesive [66]. In
Figure 4.11, the maximum eccentricity values is 4 for node d. Thus, the
diameter of the graph is 4.
• Radius: The minimum eccentricity from all the vertices is considered as the
radius of the graph. From all the eccentricities of the vertices in a graph,
the radius of the connected graph is the minimum of all those eccentricities.
The minimum eccentricity for a node in Figure 4.11 is 2. Therefore, the









Figure 4.11 & Table 4.8: Graph with 5 nodes and table with node eccentricities
5) Density difference: Density of graph can be defined as the actual number of
edges compared to the possible number of edges of that graph. A higher num-
ber of edges in the graph indicates a higher density. The Equation 4.2 is used
to derive the density of a graph, m is the number of edges and n is the num-
ber of nodes. We compare the graph in Figure 4.4 with the graph in Figure
4.5 to compute the density difference before and after dropping all the simi-
larities below 0.4. This difference highlights the number of weak connections
with similarities less than 0.4 in the graph, higher density difference indicates
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6) Number of Central nodes: Nodes with eccentricity equal to the radius (which
is the minimum eccentricity possible between any pair of vertices) are referred
to as central nodes. More central number of nodes implies a closely related
compact graph. In Figure 4.11, only one node, i.e., b has eccentricity equal to
the radius of the graph. Thus, the number of central nodes for this graph is 1.
7) Significant words and their similarity: As per existing researches in the lit-
erature, closeness between the essay and the question prompt is important [85].
We use TF-IDF to find important words in the essay and the prompt. TF-IDF
stands for Term frequency - Inverse Data frequency. For each sentence in the
essay, we compute the frequency of each term in the sentence that is called TF.
IDF refers to the importance of the word’s existence in a text, the words which
occur rarely are weighed up and which occur too often are weighed down. [88]
tƒ (t, d) = ƒt,d (4.3)
In Equation 4.3, the term frequency tf(t,d) is the number of times that a term
t appears in one sentence d.




In Equation 4.4, the inverse document frequency idf(t, D) looks at whether the
term t is common or not across all the set of sentences in the essay D. nt is the
total number of sentences containing the term t.
tf − idf(t, d,D) = tf(t, d) · idf(t, D) (4.5)
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Figure 4.12: Finding significant words and computing their similarity
In equation 4.5, tf-idf shows the importance of the term t in a sentence d given
the essay D. We filter nouns and verbs out of the essay and the question prompt
and compute TF-IDF. We find important words for each sentence in the essay
and consolidate them and then pick up top 10 from each essay based on their
tf-idf scores. Top 10 words are picked based on the TF-IDF from both the essay
and the question prompt. A limitation can occur if an essay prompt consists of
less than 10 words which can be handled by making changes in the code. These
two-word sets are compared to each other using the semantic similarity algo-
rithm with fastText word embeddings which gives a similarity value for both
the lists. Figure 4.12 is a chart showing the process of similarity derivation
between top-words from essay and prompt.
8) Similarity between the prompt and the entire essay: Semantic similar-
ity between the entire essay and the question prompt is computed to find how
meaningfully similar they are. Since every essay is written as a response to a
question prompt, we believe they should display semantic similarity between
them. We use the semantic similarity algorithm as described in Section 4.1.1





To validate and compare our results to the exsiting systems, we use data from the Au-
tomated Student Assessment Prize (ASAP) 1 competition sponsored by the William
and Flora Hewlett Foundation (Hewlett) held in 2012. The dataset is composed of 8
different data-sets of different genres which are argumentative (Arg), responsive (Res),
narrative (Nar), persuasive (Per) and expository (Exp). Each data-set is a collection
of responses to its own prompt. Students from grade 7 to grade 10 have written the
essays ranging from 150 to 550 words per essay, refer Table 5.1. A minimum of 2
human graders has provided the grades which are available to us.
Set Essays Genre Avg. Length Score
1 1,783 Arg 350 2-12
2 1800 Arg 350 1-6
3 1,726 Res 150 0-3
4 1,772 Res 150 0-3
5 1,805 Res 150 0-4
6 1,800 Res 150 0-4
7 1,569 Nar/Per/Exp 250 0-30
8 723 Nar 650 0-60




The evaluation metric used to test our system is Quadratic Weighted Kappa (QWK),
as this was the official evaluation metric chosen by the ASAP competition. QWK
is a measure of agreement between two raters. In case of essay evaluation system
it is the agreement between predicted score by the system and the grade by human
rater. QWK ranges between values 0 (no agreement) to 1 (complete agreement) [6],
refer Table 5.2. Each dataset E has N number of possible ratings. Every essay in each
data-set can be indicated by a tuple (ea,eb) where ea refers to the human rater’s score
and eb refers to the predicted score by the evaluation system. An N-by-N histogram
matrix O is constructed over the essay ratings, where Oi,j refers to the number of
essays with grade i by human grader and a grade j by prediction system. An N-by-N
matrix of weights w, is calculated based on the difference between rater’s scores refer

















Table 5.2: QWK value interpretations
5.3 Feature Selection
Feature selection is the core building block of a machine learning model and has a
huge impact on the performance. Moderately performing or irrelevant features can
negatively affect the prediction. To make the best use of a machine learning model,
the foremost significance should be given to feature selection and data pre-processing.
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Even a single bad feature can hamper the model’s performance. Some key benefits of
feature selection are:
1) Reduces over-fitting: Getting rid of some features helps to get rid of redundant
data. Thus the machine learning model’s prediction is not based on any noisy data.
2) Reduces training time: Fewer features means less complexity and lesser training
time for the algorithm.
3) Enhances the performance of the prediction model: When only the best predicting
features are fed to the model, the modeling accuracy improves.
5.3.1 Methodologies
To select the best features we perform selection techniques [41] mentioned below:
1) Univariate selection: We use a univariate linear regression test by sci-kit-
learn [84]. A linear model is used to derive the effect of each feature (regressor) on the
predictability of the model. Univariate feature selection works by selecting the best
predictive features based on statistical tests. As we are solving regression problem
here we use the function f_regression with sklearn.feature_selection from skicit learn
library in python [84].
2) Recursive feature elimination: Important features are selected by recur-
sively removing features and testing the prediction with remaining ones to find which
features have with most predictive power. This is done using featureimportances func-
tion by skicit-learn [84] in python.
In Table 5.3, the second and third column displays the results from Univariate linear
regression test and ranks from Recursive feature elimination respectively.
3) QWK vs. Features: As we are trying to minimize the number of features for
better prediction, it is important to decide the minimum number of features possible
without compromising the performance of the model. As per the ranking obtained
by recursive feature elimination, we keep adding features to the model starting from
the top ranking feature, i.e., the number of characters and recursively adding second,
third and so on till the last one, i.e., the diameter of the graph. We derive the QWK
value after each iteration of adding a new feature to the model for each of the eight
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data-sets. A graph is plotted using the average QWK values over all data-sets vs.
the number of features used towards obtaining it, Figure 5.1. We see the top 23
ranked features from the recursive feature elimination technique gives us the best
performance with highest QWK value. Therefore, we use the top 23 features from
the Table 5.3 for our final prediction model.
Figure 5.1: QWK values vs number of features recursively added to the model
4) Predictability of each feature: ASAP data-set has eight data-sets of dif-
ferent genres. Therefore it is important to test how the individual features behave
in terms of prediction over different data-sets. We run our prediction model for each
feature individually over each data-set recursively and obtain a QWK value for each.
This helps us to validate the above-mentioned feature elimination techniques and help
us select the features which perform well over each data-set. Fig. 5.2 shows the top 23
features selected for the model have a good performance in term of prediction power








Number of characters 3.12E+02 1
Number of words 2.91E+02 2
Semantic similarity between top-words of es-
say and prompt
2.20E+02 3
Sum of maximum spanning tree 1.67E+02 4
Sum of minimum spanning tree 1.69E+02 5
Density difference between original and re-
duced graph of similarities
1.63E+02 6
Common sentence length 1.63E+00 7
Unique part of speeches used 1.58E+02 8
Words ending with -ing 1.25E+02 9
Misspelled words 1.25E+02 10
Number of singular subjects 2.07E+02 11
Closeness centrality 1.20E+02 12
Number of plural subjects 8.84E+01 13
Number of co-ordinating conjunctions 8.29E+01 14
Past tense verb 7.21E+01 15
Verb, base-form 6.62E+01 16
Verb, present participle 8.61E+01 17
Verb, non-3rd person singular present 8.84E+01 18
Positive polarity 7.59E+01 19
Verb, past participle 8.29E+01 20
Negative polarity 4.12E+01 21
Number of most frequent repetitive word 2.22E+01 22
Neutral polarity 6.19E+00 23
Semantic similarity to question prompt 2.09E+01 24
Number of superlative adjectives 2.09E+00 25
Number of predeterminants 1.65E-01 26
Number of exesntial-there 3.52E-01 27
Radius 2.68E-01 28
Central nodes 8.80E+00 29
Diameter 8.80E+00 30







































Based on the results mentioned above, we selected the top 23 best performing fea-
tures for our prediction model. We obtain results from univariate feature selection
and ranking from the recursive feature elimination technique. To validate these tech-
niques, we use the QWK values for additional assessment. We plot a graph of QWK
values vs. the number of features which are recursively added to the model based on
ranks from recursive feature elimination. This plot shows the model performs the best
when the top 23 features are used. Additionally, to analyze each feature’s prediction
power we recursively run the model with just one feature at a time over all data-sets
and obtain a heatmap to identify unsatisfactorily performing features. This heatmap
validates the performance of our selected top 23 features. Thus, they are added to
the prediction model.
5.4 Threshold for Graph-Based Features
As we discussed earlier in Chapter 4 about graph-based feature extraction from se-
mantic similarities in the essay after dropping the similarities less than a certain
threshold. In this section, we elaborate on the selection of this threshold value.
For graph-based features like diameter, radius and closeness centrality it is important
to use only the strong semantic relations as even one weak connection can affect the
predictions. We checked how the system’s predictability behaves with graph-based
features including all edges compared to the predictability after dropping edges with
different thresholds values.
We obtain different sets of graph based features with semantic similarities greater
than threshold values starting from 0.1 till 0.9. We test our prediction model with
these features and find QWK value for every data-set for each set of features. We
found that feature set obtained with threshold of 0.4 gives us the best prediction
values, Table 5.4.
5.5 Prediction Models
We treat score prediction as a regression problem and use supervised learning for it.
We chose a various learning algorithms and train the scored essays by humans and
then provide it with features associated with unseen essays to obtain the predicted
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Threshold D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 D-5 D-6 D-7 D-8 Avg.
0.1 0.79 0.79 0.56 0.59 0.85 0.69 0.68 0.70 0.71
0.2 0.78 0.63 0.78 0.55 0.77 0.66 0.70 0.65 0.69
0.3 0.80 0.77 0.62 0.70 0.78 0.80 0.71 0.61 0.72
0.4 0.83 0.81 0.77 0.72 0.87 0.82 0.75 0.78 0.79
0.5 0.79 0.69 0.66 0.66 0.77 0.78 0.74 0.73 0.73
0.6 0.88 0.60 0.61 0.63 0.78 0.66 0.74 0.63 0.69
0.7 0.87 0.60 0.60 0.58 0.76 0.84 0.74 0.61 0.70
0.8 0.78 0.60 0.61 0.55 0.75 0.68 0.73 0.63 0.67
Table 5.4: Comparison of results considering different threshold to derive semantic simi-
larities
score using the regression function. The technologies and libraries used for predic-
tion models are sci-kit-learn [84], Keras [34], and Numpy [75]. As there are many
supervised regression models available, it is crucial to find which one suits best for
our problem and yields good results. The three prediction models we tried:
1) Support Vector Machine: The method provided by support vector machines to
handle regression problems is called support vector regression [100]. A kernel function
is a method to solve the non-linear problem by a linear classifier. We use the sigmoid
kernel, which is equal to a using a two-layer, perceptron neural network [103] and
found to perform well in regression problems [9]. We use the SVR function from the




Table 5.5: Support vector regressor parameters
2) Random Forest Regressor: Random forest is ensemble of multiple decision
trees. Rather than depending on a single decision tree, it depends on various decision
trees on sub-samples of the data-set [57]. We use the RandomForestRegressor method
from the sk-learn library in python to run this prediction model. Refer Table 5.6 for
the value of parameters used in the model. After running experiments with several
combinations of parameter values, it was found the model worked the best with the





Table 5.6: Random forest regressor parameters
3) Three layer neural network: We use Keras API which runs high-level deep
neural networks [34]. The neural network consist of three layers with 23 inputs, 2
hidden layers and one output layer:
• Input layer: This layer which feeds the input data to the model. The input layer
has the same number of neurons as input attributes, i.e., 23 in our case.
• Hidden layer: These layers use backpropagation to optimize the weights of the
input variables thus improving the prediction power. We use two hidden layers
in our model. As per experiments conducted we observed that adding anymore
number of layers to the model do not help improve the results any further;
therefore, we use two hidden layers.
• Output layer: This layer gives the final output based on inputs and the hidden
layers.
We standardize our data as they all vary in their scale. Refer table 5.7 for other









Table 5.7: Three layer neural network parameters
We run these three prediction models over all the eight data-sets from ASAP. Table
5.9 shows the QWK scores obtained over different data-sets with these models. We
observe using three layered neural network in scikit-learn with the KerasRegressor
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Syntax with Semantic 0.741
Syntax with Sentiment 0.744
Semantic with Sentiment 0.679
Syntactic, Sentiment and Semantic 0.793
Table 5.8: Effect of syntactic, semantic and sentiment based features
Learning
Models




0.78 0.55 0.61 0.64 0.69 0.61 0.73 0.65
Random
forest





0.83 0.81 0.77 0.72 0.87 0.82 0.75 0.78
Table 5.9: Comparison of QWK for different supervised learning models in score prediction
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class wrapper performs the best in terms of score predictions. Thus, we choose the
three layered neural network as our final prediction models for our system’s results.
5.6 Effect of Syntactic, Semantic and Sentiment based
features
As the title of the thesis suggest, we propose to use the syntactic, semantic and
sentiment based features together to help automate the process of essay’s score pre-
dictions. To justify their use together, we conducted experiments using these three
set of features separately, using two sets at a time and then all three together. We
observe when we use all three sets of these features together our system performs
the best in terms of score predictions. We run the selected prediction model over all
8 data-sets and average the performance of each set of features by obtaining QWK
values, Table 5.8 shows how the average QWK changes over different combinations of
features. We get the best results when all three set of features i.e., syntactic, semantic
and sentiment are used together.
5.7 Discussions and Results
To evaluate the automated evaluation system’s predictive power, QWK for the pre-
dicted scores of each data-set is calculated. Only the top 23 most significant features
are used, Table 5.3. Treating score prediction as a regression problem, we use a Keras
based regression model on an i5 processor with 16GB RAM and 1050 Ti graphics
card. We divide the data into using a ratio of 75:25 and set aside the 25% for valida-
tion of the model later. We use 75% of the data for training the model with ten-fold
cross-validation to validate the model’s performance [95]. We use the remaining 25%
which is never seen by the model during training to test the score predictions by
the trained model. We tested the model for each of the eight data-sets to obtain a
QWK value. We conducted experiments with different parameter values for neural
networks and found the best results when the number of epochs is equal to 100, and
the batch size is equal to 50 for the regression model. Table 5.10 shows the compar-
ison between QWK values over each data-set from our proposed system compared
to popular existing automated scoring systems. The results of other systems being
compared were obtained from literature [18,45,85,97] and Kaggle’s website. The pro-
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posed system gives improved results with a fewer number of features involved, while
covering all the necessary aspects of language processing, making it very reliable for
essay grading with uniform assessment thoroughly. Our system uses only 23 features,
which is significantly less than the number used by all the other systems in compar-
ison which reduces the noise during model training, refer Table 5.10. Our system
performs better than any other system in four out of eight data-sets in comparison,
with an average QWK of 0.793. The only system outperforming our system in the
remaining four data-sets is SBLSTMA [18] with average QWK value of 0.801, i.e.,
only 0.8% better than our system. SKIPFLOW [110] and SBLSTMA uses 14 main
features, plus many more sub-features, which have not been mentioned explicitly in
the published research, thus, making the research non-reproducible and making it
hard to make a comparison. We try to contact the authors to provide information
about sub-features used in their research, but there was no response. The system
Tpioc-BiLSTM-attention [19] which works via hierarchical recurrent model does not
provide any details about the features used in their published research. We also want
to emphasize that extraction of a massive number of features vs. 23 features adds to
time complexity as well. We also compared our system to work published recently
in 2018; the system is called TDNN [45] which uses a two-layer neural network to
reach an average QWK score of 0.7365, i.e., 7.1% lesser than us. Our system uses the

















0.86 0.73 0.78 0.82 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.75 0.80














0.82 0.69 0.69 0.81 0.81 0.82 0.80 0.70 0.77
e-rater 46 0.82 0.69 0.72 0.80 0.81 0.75 0.81 0.70 0.77







0.76 0.60 0.62 0.74 0.78 0.77 0.73 0.62 0.70
TDNN Not
clear
0.76 0.68 0.62 0.75 0.73 0.67 0.65 0.57 0.68




Our proposed system successfully incorporates not only the rule-based grammar and
syntax checks, but also the semantic similarities within the essay depicting its co-
herence. We propose to use semantics based graph based relationships within the
essay content and polarity of opinion expressions. We incorporate pragmatic syntax
features, semantic features depicting coherence based on accurate semantic similarity
values, and sentiment-based polarity features. Thus, our research will help to re-
duce the number of independent features needed to be extracted from the text while
utilizing the most vital features needed in automated essay evaluation for better pre-
diction accuracy. Lesser is the number of features lesser is the redundant data; thus,
predictions are not over-fitted. Our work not only provides accuracy values but also
provides details to the readers making it reproducible. As compared to other exist-
ing systems, our work is more transparent and repeatable. Thus, this research can
help eradicate the hours of manual work for teachers, giving them the freedom to
concentrate more on academic teaching and learning and also helps give students the
assurance of fair and consistent assessment throughout every submission.
6.1 Future Work
There are other machine learning models which can be explored and tested with
the proposed system in this research. Models like LSTM [53] seem promising for
sequential data if work is done to derive the correlation between essay scores in the
data-set LSTM can give good results. Existing researchers state that semantics of
a coherent essay changes gradually through its text [28]. This approach encourages
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comparison of consecutive sentences in the essay to study the information flow. Many
times, as a matter of writing style, abrupt shifts between consecutive sentences are
used to convey information in successive sentences [22]. To study the coherence and
flow of information in an essay, a comparison between sentences can be done using a
sliding window frame. An optimized value for the sliding window can be obtained, and
the sentences which happen to fall within the window can be compared for semantic
similarity to assess the value of information. We believe this model lacks the study
of ontology-based connections in the essay’s text and careful extraction of ontology-
based features can be beneficial [76]. The model can be further improved by including




Following is an essay from the ASAP dataset with sentences given below from A to H
, followed by the sentence similarities found between them using sentence similarity
algorithm, refer table A.1
A - I don’t think that computers is the most positive effect.
B - Because most computer’s are not like that the computers are not the smartest
but it does help you when you need to do something like a project when you have to
look for pictures and when you need help with math you can use the calculator on the
computer but the computer does not help you on all your subject’s the computer only
help’s you on a couple of your subject’s that is the main reason I use the computer.
C - Sometimes when I’m doing homework I let the computer do it for me so it is
eaiser for me to do and I look for website’s on it they give you really good website’s
that is why mostly everyone use’s the computer they mostly use the comptuer to look
for job’s, car’s, or a house that is what they mainly use the computer for most people





Table A.1: Results of semantic similarities between sentences of an essay
Figure A.1 shows the above mentioned essay in graph based form. Since, the
essay has three sentences with semantic similarities between them greater than 0.4;
therefore, none of the edges are dropped. Figure A.2 represents maximum spanning
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Figure A.1: A three node graph depicting semantically connected essay sentences
Figure A.2: Maximum spanning tree
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Figure A.3: Minimum spanning tree
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tree for the essay which includes the edges A-B and B-C with maximum weight i.e
semantic similarity. Figure A.3 represents minimum spanning tree for the essay which




• AES Automated essay scoring
• ASAP Automated student assessment prize
• QWK Quadratic weighted kappa
• NLTK Natural language toolkit
• IEA Intelligent essay assessor
• NLP Natural language processing
• LSA Latent semantic analysis
• LDA Latent dirichlet allocation
• AI Artificial intelligence
• TF Term frequency
• IDF Inverse data frequency
• VADER Valence aware dictionary and sentiment Reasoner
• SVM Support vector machine
• API Application program interface
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